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SIMON SCHUSTER, United States, 2008. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Sometimes the gravest dangers -- and the darkest souls -- live right beside us. In
the span of twenty-four hours, every-thing Laurel Shields believes about her life and her marriage to
a prominent doctor will be shattered -- if she survives a terrifying ordeal. The day begins with the
jarring discovery that, soon after ending an affair, Laurel is pregnant. But when she returns home
to find her husband ashen, unkempt, and on the brink of violence, a nightmare quickly unfolds. In
the heart of an idyllic Mississippi town, behind the walls of her perfect house, Laurel finds herself
locked in a volatile standoff with a husband she barely recognizes. Confronted with evidence of her
betrayal, she must tread a deadly path between truth and deception while a ring of armed police
prepares a dangerous rescue. But Laurel s greatest fear -- and her only hope -- lies with her former
lover, a brave man whom fate has granted the power to save both Laurel and her children -- if she
can protect his identity long enough.
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This published book is wonderful. It is really simplified but unexpected situations within the fi y percent of the ebook. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr . Ja nis Reilly-- Dr . Ja nis Reilly

This pdf is really gripping and exciting. Yes, it is actually perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am just e ortlessly can get a
pleasure of looking at a published pdf.
-- Tony Dickens-- Tony Dickens
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